A Vitellius/Vespasian Portrait

Fig. 1 Sandrart's engraving
(http://ta.sandrart.net/edition/text/
view/943#figure-0942.1)

The Greek Vitellius (mirrored)
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The life sized paludamentum bust2 discussed here is made of white
Proconessos marble3 with typical crystalline inclusions. It seems to represent
two distinct Roman emperors: Vitellius and his successor Vespasian, and is
henceforth called the "Greek Vitellius."
In several ways the protome resembles the Grimani pseudo “Vitellius” in
Venice, a marble portrait found in Rome in the early 16th century. This bust
which many believe is antique from the Hadrianic period, quickly gained
popularity and was frequently copied. Although it was originally considered to
portray emperor Vitellius, later comparisons with coin images seemed to show
that this attribution could not be maintained. Since the person portrayed remains
unknown4, for convenience's sake the Grimani and the numerous similar looking
busts continue to be labeled "Vitellius."5
The protome under discussion also resembles a Nero portrait in the
Archaeological Museum in Sevilla6 which has been refaced to portray
Vespasian7. Whereas the Sevilla bust, as well as a similar Vespasian in Tunis
and one in Thessaloniki8, are certain to be from the 1st century AD, some
authors, including Varner, continue to suspect that the Grimani Vitellius is a
renaissance work9.
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private collection, Rome.
White marble from Proconnessos island (Marmara) was first introduced in Rome in the early 2nd
century."Il marmo presenta un coloure bianco, con sfumatura cerulee, uniforme o con venature grigiobluastre ed ha cristalli grandi."(wikipedia). The use of white Proconnessos marble in an Italian
sculpture indicates either antique origin or a reuse of spolia. White Proconnessos was also used in
Athens and Thessaloniki, fresh and as spolia.
Marble and Stoneworking in Byzantium, 135.The Economic History of Byzantium:Angeliki E. Laiou,
Dumbarton Oaks, Washington D.C.
4
Vitellius' (and Nero's) post mortem condemnation meant that his portraits "were also recycled into
images of his immediate successor, Vespasian." Eric R. Varner: Mutilation and Transformation.
Damnatio Memoriae and Roman Imperial Portraiture. Leiden-Boston 2004, 110.
5
Fittschen says the Grimani pseudo-Vitellius is the most frequently copied antique emperor's bust. All
similar looking portraits (over 100, according to an estimate) are modern, he says, including the Greek
Vitellius presented here. For a comprehensive catalogue raisonné of important Vitellius portraits, see:
Klaus Fittschen: Die Bildnisgalerie in Herrenhausen bei Hannover. Göttingen 2006..
6
Actually, the Thessaloniki „Vitellius“ may have been a Vespasian from the start. Varner considers the
“rolls of flesh” at the neck proof of its origin as Vitellius. But young Vespasian was just as corpulent, as
shown by coin images.
7
Eric R. Varner op.cit. 110, fig. 105a-b
8
Varner, op.cit. fig. 106 a-c He considers the Thessaloniki bust as recarved from a Vitellius head
because of the flesh rolls in the neck.
9
Recently a Vitellius portrait in "island marble" appeared -- for convenience's sake called the Delorme
Vitellius after the auction house involved -- which is said to have been kept in private collection in
France since the 18th century. It was dated 1st century and drew a high price at Drouot in Paris. (Fig.
27) It seems quite close to the Grimani portrait. If the dating is correct the assumption that the Grimani
is the only antique effigy of its kind can no longer be maintained. The marble used is said to be Greek.
3
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The portrait presented here resembles a Vitellius bust which once existed in the
Collezione Giustiniani in Rome10 and was portrayed by Joachim von Sandrart in
a drawing and a later copper engraving11. Both this effigy and the bust under
consideration show a stern expression, abundant hair and a small paludamentum.
The direction where the head is looking differs in the print because of the mirror
image effect of engraving.
Given the resemblance, there is reason to wonder if the bust presented here is
not by chance the one which Sandrart portrayed and which has disappeared from
the Giustiniani collections12
Vitellius or Vespasian?
According to coin images, Vitellius and the young Vespasian were both
corpulent with rolls of flesh in the nape of the neck and heavy jowls, Vespasian
even more than the famously gluttonous Vitellius. Vitellius is sometimes
portrayed with large, somewhat protruding eyes. The Bardo Vitellius13 has been
considered the only undisputed marble bust of this emperor. However, the effigy
has only been attributed to Aulus Vitellius because it corresponds to a set of
physical criteria drawn from anecdotal information provided by antique writers.
The same observation applies to the Copenhagen Vitellius. In reality, we don't
know what Vitellius looked like. Coin profiles are the only images to go by
although they are often analogous to cartoons in exaggerating facial traits for
easier recognition.
Vespasian’s numerous portraits usually show an angry look with small eyes and
a wrinkled forehead. The longish shape of the head, the wrinkled forehead,
heavy eyebrows and the small eyes of the bust under consideration remind of the
young Vespasian’s images (fig.3,5), bestowing a concerned or angry look upon
the portrait, visible for instance in the Thessaloniki Vespasian/Vitellius which
also shows a coiffure coma in gradus.
10

Johann Georg Keyssler: Neueste Reisen durch Deutschland, Böhmen, Ungarn, die Schweiz, Italien
und Lothringen (Hannover 1751) mentions twice a Vitellius be saw in the Palazzo Giustiniani.
(http://www.zeno.org/Musik/M/Key%C3%9Fler,+Johann+Georg/Neueste+Reisen+durch+Deutschland,
+B%C3%B6hmen,+Ungarn,+die+Schweiz,+Italien+und+Lothringen)
On several occasions, the Giustinianis sold items to settle debts. There were several Vitellius' in their
collections inside and outside the Palazzo. One of them -- different from the one portrayed by Sandrart
-- was in the 19th century sold to the Torlonia museum. J.J Winckelmann said in relation to emperors'
portraits "Most of them which represent Vitellius are new, like the one in the Palazzo Giustiniani which
several inexperienced writers considered old but which is an ugly new fabrication." Geschichte der
Kunst des Alterthums (1815) 6,265) In the Carlo Losi collection of engravings (ca. 1757) of the Galleria
Giustiniana there is no Vitellius..
11
Fittschen, op.cit.,Tafel 66.2. Sandrart was one of the authors of the 1636 Galleria Giustiniana
collection of engravings of antique statues (vol. 1).
12
Le sculture della collezione Giustiniani: Documenti, da Angela Gallotin
p. 239, (788,789), mentions a Vitellius bust in the garden of the Palazzo Giustiniani together with
another on which was broken and had fallen to the ground. "Nel viale intermedio...vi sono due busti
con suoi piedistalli di marmo, un Vitellio e l' altro caduto in terra dirupato."
13
Bardo Museum, Tunis, #1784
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Fig. 2 Vespasian/Vitellius
Archaeological Museum Thessaloniki

Fig. 3 Vespasien
Musée du Bardo, Commons
Wikimedia.org
commons.wikimedia.org

Fig. 4 The Greek Vitellius

Fig. 5 Vespasian/Nero
Museo Arqueologico de Sevilla

The facial traits of the Greek Vitellius are remarkably close to those of the
young Vespasian in Sevilla, (whose bloated upper head, however, betrays its
origin as Nero), as well as to the Bardo Vespasian.
After Vitellius was assassinated and condemned by his successor, his effigies
were destroyed, warehoused or reworked to resemble Vespasian or one of his
4

sons, according to Varner14. However, Vitellius busts may also have been
recarved to portray other persons. Although the bust under discussion could be
considered an example of this kind, its style is too expressive for the 1st century.
More likely, it would have originated in the 2nd century. But why should it have
portrayed an emperor long gone, Vespasian?
Suetonius, who was very close to emperor Hadrian (and his wife Sabina),
narrated the lives of the first twelve emperors, from Caesar to Domitian. By
presenting biographies of Caligula, Nero, Galba, Otho, Vitellius and Domitian,
Suetonius counteracted the damnatio memoriae which had pushed these
emperors temporarily into oblivion. With his famous account Suetonius created
a demand for portraits of these emperors. Not only the city of Rome was
decorated with effigies of former and living emperors. Ohly remarked that
official Roman buildings everywhere in the empire were decorated with rows of
emperors15. This demand must have created problems for the sculptors in
Hadrian's days. What did Caligula look like? Vitellius? Even in the case of
Vespasian there existed two distinct types of portraits: the young commander of
troops, looking corpulent and powerful, versus the old emperor, balding, slim
and probably toothless with the “nutcracker” look of his official portraits16.
While it has generally been accepted that the Grimani "Vitellius" does not
portray any emperor but a different, unknown personality (hence the label
"Pseudo Vitellius"), the Greek bust considered here appears closer to the coin
images of Vitellius than the Grimani. Remarkably similar traits are the coma in
gradus coiffure with a receding hairline (Fittschen: Geheimratsecken), the
aquiline nose, large ears, heavy jowls and rolls of fat in the neck. However, the
small eyes, the higher forehead and the "angry" look of the Greek portrait seem
closer to Vespasian's images.

14

Varner, op.cit. p.110
Dieter Ohly, former Head of the Munich Glyptothek and Antikensammlungen. Personal
communication.
16
Vespasian was 60 years of age – 3-6 years older than Vitellius -- when he became emperor, and
died at age 70. Apparently, with advancing age he lost his teeth and perhaps also his appetite. His
gums and face must have shrunk which imbued his later images with their typical “nutcracker”
expression. Fittschen observes a lack of discipline in the copy shops in Flavian days perhaps because
of the frequent recarving of effigies since the damnatio of Nero. op.cit.,238 1
15
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Fig. 6 The Greek Vitellius

Fig. 7 Vitellius Denarius

Fig. 8 Vitellius (http://it.wikipedia.org/
wiki/File:Vitellius_Denarius_
69_90020177.jpg)

Fig. 9 Sestertius of Vespasian
(Wikipedia)

In conclusion, if the Greek bust portrays an emperor, the sculptor has probably
combined traits of both Vitellius and Vespasian17.
A point raised by Fittschen relates to the size of the chest shield of the Greek
Vitellius. He said the small size of the paludamentum " (presumably in relation
to the overall size of the sculpture) "did not exist during the antique era."18
However, the opposite seems to hold true19. Early emperors' portraits often show
small chest shields; only during the course of the 2nd century large paludamenti
and lorica cuirass became fashionable.
17

Fittschen stressed that recarved portraits can easily be identified as such because traits of the first
image will always remain recognizable. While this is true of the altered original, any later replica or
adaptation of it will avoid the traces of transformation (e.g. missing or too small ears). Therefore, if a
2nd century Vitellius portrait was inspired by a ist century transformed Vitellius/Vespasian original, any
trace of the recarving would have disappeared.
The fact that the heads of both the Grimani and the Greek portraits is tilted to the left is considered by
Fittschen as proof that the latter is a copy of the former. However, tilting heads is quite common
among portrait busts of this period (see fig. 11).
18
personal communication
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Fig. 10 Emperor Caligula (Wikipedia), 51 cm -- really antique?

Fig. 11 Emperor Trajan

Fig. 12 The Greek Vitellius

Damage and repairs
The bust presented here has suffered major damage when the left side of the
paludamentum almost broke off because cracks had appeared perhaps caused by
humidity and vegetation entering the marble, especially around the crystalline
19

Petra Cain discussed the gradual growth over time of the chest as part of emperors' portraits and
the increasingly popular fashion of covering the chest with clothing or amour. in "Maennerbildnisse
neronisch-flavischer Zeit." Muenchen 1993, 21-29 Similar: Timothy Allen Motz: The Roman
Freestanding Portrait Bust. Vol I, 10 ff.
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inclusions.(fig. 23) The largest of these cracks and holes are filled with a grayish
mortar or cement. A part of the coiffure, visible only from above, is chipped off.
Parts of the rear of the bust are roughly picked, showing broad marks of the
chisel. Some inner parts of the chest shield have been recarved with a smaller
chisel. Apparently, after the repairs had been performed using gray mortar, the
surface in the back was planed with a small chisel. (fig. 21) The clasp holding
the paludamentum was replaced with a button of pinkish-gray arabescato
marble, now also eroded. (fig. 24) In the back there are scratched-in traces lined
in ochre of a Roman number, III or IIII. (fig. 25)
Faint traces of the ochre-reddish pigment of the number are visible where the
rear of the bust still shows the marks of the original cutting with the large
chisel. Where the surface has later been planed with the small chisel, no pigment
can be seen.
Three different phases of repair can be identified: in the first phase, the worst
cracks and holes were filled with the gray cement. A broken off part of the rim
behind the neck was re-attached with the gray cement but later lost; the cement,
however, is still there.
The second phase saw the cleaning of the mortar's surface and the planing of the
marble around the repairs with a small chisel20. The marks of the small chisel
cover a large part of the rear and seem relatively fresh compared to the traces of
the original large chisel which appear more weathered and worn.
Following Motz's observations it must be considered possible that the protome
originated as a herm bust -- a type popular in Greek art -- and was later
reworked to serve as a freestanding bust.
Thirdly, some cracks and holes of the paludamentum have been filled with a
brown substance, probably wax or lacquer21.
The surface of the face and the neck is smoother than the rest of the bust which
is quite eroded, suggesting that some recarving or smoothing took place after the
bust had suffered erosion.
20

The marks on the rear of the chest indicate that not only a planing took place but that quite a bit of
marble has been removed in the process, i.e. on the upper right and left of the under support column if
the wings of the support were originally much wider.(fig. 21) Since there is no structural reason for
removing material, esthetic considerations must have prevailed. It is possible that the bust, if it
originated in Greece, showed wide support wings which gave it a provincial look (Fittschen op.cit.
192, 27). After slimming the support column at the top, the effigy resembled Rome made busts. Similar
free standing busts have been suspected by Motz to be reworked herm busts. (op.cit., I, 134, plates
70-73)
21
Dissolves when heated and smells faintly of incense.
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The mortar used for the repair appears to be composed of pozzolan, lime and
sand. This kind of mortar or cement is very durable and was extensively used by
the Romans. The surface of the mortar is rough and bleached where it was
exposed; where the piece of the neck rim broke off at a later date, no weathering
took place and the mortar is still gray and smooth. (fig. 24) This shows that the
sculpture was exposed to weather for considerable time after the repair had been
performed.
Pozzolan cement was also utilized in later centuries. Protein determination of
any organic binding media used in the composition of the cement could help to
understand the recipe used and determine the age of the material22. Another
possibility to determine the age of the bust could be quartz hydration to be
applied to the marble's crystal inclusions23
Despite the repairs undertaken there are still open cracks and small but deep
holes in the marble of the neck behind and under the right ear. Without the
repair done, a wedge of the rear side of the neck would probably have come off,
taking part of the coiffure with it.
Style and quality of work
The quality of the sculpture is remarkable. The head shows expression, πάθος
(pathos)24. The hair is short. It is combed forward to the temples and the front
where it becomes rich and curled in the coma in gradus fashion25. The iris and

22

Francesca Ronca: Protein Determination in Polychromed Stone Scupltures, Stuccoes and Gesso
Grounds.Studies in Conservation 39/2, pp. 107-120
23 "This could be useful in art history, for detecting forgeries," said (the late) University of California at
Irvine professor Jonathon E. Ericson, "If you have quartz artifacts, you can see what's been made
recently and what's actually very old." Journal of Archaeological Science, July 2004.
www.(wired.com/news/.../0,1282,63052,00.html) Another method attempts to measure the depth and
nature of weathering of a marble sculpture. "Components of marble suitable for this investigation are
the carbonates of magnesium and strontium. Analysis is performed by atomic spectroscopy after
suitable preparation of samples collected from a stepwise drilling with a downstroke of 1 mm."
(Antiques Analytics GmbH: Paper presented at the 36th Intl. Symposium of Archaeometry, Quebec
2006)
24
Carlo Anti, formerly of the Univ. of Padua, thought that the "minuto verismo" of the Grimani Vitellius
was proof of its antique origin because this expressive presentation was not customary in renaissance
art before the end of the 16th century. This observation would, of course, also hold true of the Greek
Vitellius presented here.
25
The coiffure shows resemblance to the Grimani Vitellius. Similar curls can be found in similar places
on the two heads. The portrait presented here is -- despite its weathering -- more detailed and
vigorous in its execution; the Grimani Vitellius appears somewhat bland and flat by comparison.
The receding hairline characteristic of both portraits could be a trait typical of Greek provincial
portraits, as observed by Petra Cain, op.cit., 114
Fittschen and others are convinced that only the Grimani is antique and all similar looking marble and
bronze effigies are modern replicas or variations, including the Greek Vitellius presented here.
Fittschen also emphasized that the Grimani does not represent the emperor Vitellius but an unknown
high level personality at the court of Hadrian. The Italian experts seem to share Fittschen's view that
the Grimani is antique but still included it among a dozen or more emperors busts in the 2012 exhibit
at the Capitoline Museum "L'età dell'equilibrio" (The Age of Equilibrium)
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pupils of the eyes are incised, the latter with a hook26. The antitragus of the ears
is pronounced.
These details, the overall style and the choice of a (in Rome) fairly rare Greek
marble suggest that the bust originated well after Vespasian, perhaps during the
late Hadrianic or Antonine period. It probably has been made in Greece27. The
shape of the head and the coiffure resemble the Thessaloniki Vespasian28 which
Warner considers a refaced Vitellius.
Dieter Ohly, when he saw the bust presented here in the 1960s (and wanted to
acquire it for the Munich Glyptothek) considered it to be antique from the 2nd
century AD but recarved during the renaissance.
Whether it constitutes a lost Giustiniani Vitellius portrait remains a matter of
speculation. Better methods of analysis will need to be applied to clarify and
date the origins of the respective portraits.
History
Different stages of repair are identifiable and seem to describe what happened to
the portrait over time. It is interesting to compare it to the Grimani Vitellius.
Both are made of Greek stone, the Grimani apparently of Paros marble. Both
have likely been made in Greece.
The Grimani is 49 cm high (top of head to lower rim of breast shield), the Greek
Vitellius is 47 cm high but the heads are of equal size29. The Grimani head has
an oval shape30 while the Greek portrait's head seems more rectangular.
The coiffure of the Grimani is rather flat, without deep contour whereas the
Rome portrait's coiffure is vigorously carved. It seems possible that Simone

26

Fittschen remarked that incising pupils in this manner was proof of the modern origin of a bust
(personal communication). However, Ohly, when he saw the Greek Vitellius in the 1960s, observed it
had been recarved ("freshened") during the renaissance, and particularly mentioned the eyes as
indicative of recarving. Interestingly, the supposedly 1st century Delorme Vitellius (fig. 14a, 27) also
shows the pupils traced with a hook. Incising instead of drilling dimples as pupils was unusual among
Rome city sculpture but not among Greek provincial portraiture, as shown by the "Socrates" in
Ephesos (fig. 29), and the Roman copy in the Regional Archeological Museum, Palermo (fig. 29a)..
27
In the impoverished Roman province of Greece, busts readily replaced statues Most of the
numerous Rome city busts with separate inserted heads are considered by Motz pasticci , i.e.
combinations of existing or modern busts with separately found heads or remainders of broken
statues.
28
Varner, op.cit. Fig.106a-c
29
Portrait busts are of varying size as could be seen at the 2012 Capitoline exhibit "The Age of
Equilibrium":: Trajan (56 cm); Hadrian (62 cm); Marc Aurel (56 cm); the young Commodus (57 cm);
Polydeukeon (57 cm); A "private portrait with the Antoninus Pius coiffure" (61 cm) [measurements are
approximative]
30
similar to the portrait in fig. 26, 27
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Bianco, when "embellishing" the Grimani, smoothed previously rough curls to
reduce the contrast to the smooth surface of the skin.31
Since both portraits are of similar size, of Greek marble, and show other
symptoms of Greek origin, the question arises whether both effigies, if
contemporary, were made in the same Greek workshop. Although style and
execution are different, enough details are so similar to suspect that the two
portraits were kept side by side during work on the same work bench. Some of
these details are so minute that a plaster cast (fig. 26) or a drawing would not
have permitted to transfer them.
It is puzzling to observe that the two portraits are quite different in shape of the
head, expression and coiffure while the fine wrinkles on the forehead32, some
curls of the coiffure and details of the ears appear identical. Has the same design
been used to portray different customers? Or has the same customer ordered
different versions? In different types of marble? Or has the first portrait been
considered unsatisfactory, discarded and replaced by another version?
Following the traditional argument that the person portrayed is neither Vitellius
nor Vespasian or a mixture of both but an unknown important individual, it
would seem logical not to search for this person in Rome (as Sieveking did for
the Grimani portrait without success 33) but in Athens, Thessaloniki and
especially Asia Minor (where Proconessos marble was the standard material for
sculptures, columns etc.). This individual would have been a contemporary of
Herodes Atticus sen. or jun. The Grimani bust was found in Rome; where the
Greek portrait was found remains unknown.
For considerable time, the Greek sculpture seems to have been buried in the
ground, suffering damage from penetrating humidity and vegetation, especially
in places where the stone was less homogenous due to crystal inclusions
reminiscent, for instance, of the 2nd century portrait of Herodes Atticus, found
in Kifissia.
The traces of ochre-reddish pigment in the back of the Greek Vitellius could be
a remainder of the soil in which the sculpture was buried.34

31

Meller thought that the Vitellius Grimani was an ancient but had been heavily modified by Simone
Bianco, the Grimani family's preferred sculptor. (P.Meller: Marmi e bronzi di Simone Bianco. Mitteil.
des Kunsthist. Institus Florenz, t.21 (1977) 202)
32
The Greek portrait shows more strongly than the Grimani and the Delorme the separating line
between the slightly protruding lower part of the forehead and the flat upper forehead, a characteristic
of Greek portraits of this period, as Petra Cain indicated: op.cit, 114.
33
J. Sieveking: Zum Bildnis des Kaisers Vitellius. Festschrift für G. Habicht. München 1928, 48 ff.
34
Under UV light, the Roman number and the pigment remain invisible, indicating they are old. By
contrast, the wax or lacquer filling some cracks shows up brightly.
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After having been dug out and cleaned, the larger holes and cracks were filled
with traditional cement. After that the rear side was planed and the bust was set
up in a garden and allowed to weather.
Later, the surface of the head and neck was smoothed and perhaps its contours
sharpened and the eyes recarved. More recently, some cracks and holes in the
draperies were filled with wax or some lacquer.
Fittschen does not believe the Greek Vitellius is antique but thinks it could still
be from the 16th century35.
Until a scientific method of determining the age of a stone sculpture can be
applied, these assumptions must be considered speculative. Ohly remarked that
some busts now considered to be of renaissance origin could actually be antique
and reworked during the renaissance, given the relative abundance of Roman
effigies unearthed in those days and lack of hesitation to "embellish" them. The
suspicion that Simone Bianco has reworked the Grimani Vitellius36 emphasizes
Ohly's point
The Delorme Vitellius
How does the Delorme head (fig. 14a), which also suggests Greek origin, fit into
this picture? It does not show wrinkles on the forehead although the shape of the
head and the coma in gradus coiffure indicate that it belongs to the Vitellius
type of portrait. The choice of marble, the oval shape of the head and small
blemishes done to the skin remind of the Grimani bust37. Even more strongly
than the Greek and the Grimani, the Delorme head emphasizes a contrast
between the polished skin and the rather rough, unfinished curls which,
according to Cain, is typical of male Neronian-Claudian portraits38.
The presentation of the hitherto unknown Delorme head at an auction at Drouot
in Paris in late 2010 was a surprise. The presenter, Michel Cohen -- with his
fifty years of professional experience one of France's most respected experts in
archaeology -- dated the head as mid-1st century AD. The portrait fetched one of
the highest prices ever achieved in this field. Observers believe that it was
purchased by an important British dealer. In a later publication, Cohen's gallery
35

personal communication
Although Bianco's and Tintoretto's active periods only partly overlap, the plaster cast (fig. 26) which
served Tintoretto as a model looks rather rough in comparison with today's Grimani bust. It seems
possible that Bianco smoothed the contours of the Grimani only after Tintoretto's plaster was cast. In
this case the plaster would indicate how the Grimani originally looked
37
It is known that the famous workshop of Antonio and Tulio Lombardo copied the Grimani bust before
Tullio's death in 1532. (Marcella De Paoli: Opera fatta diligentissimamente. L'Erma di Bretschneider,
Roma 2004, 171)
38
Cain, op.cit., 36
36
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revised the dating to "second half, 1st century AD." . The origin of the Delorme
head needs to be ascertained39
In expression and style, the Delorme head could indeed fit the 1st century. If
Cohen was right, the Delorme would predate the Grimani by several decades
and match the reign of Vitellius. Could it be a portrait of the emperor? Or does it
depict a "period face", a Vitellius look-alike? Could it have served as a model
for the Grimani effigy? Why took it so long for the portrait to surface? Is it true
-- as Cohen stated -- that it was hidden in a private collection in Burgundy for
over two centuries?
Unfortunately, Michel Cohen cannot answer these questions because he passed
away in summer 2012. An auction sale in his memory was held at Drouot
Richelieu on December 19, 2012.
Comparing a few of the emperor's coin profiles with the Delorme portrait
reveals a surprisingly close resemblance (fig. 28). Hence, the possibilty cannot
be excluded that finally a real lifetime marble portrait of emperor Vitellius has
been found.
In this case, the Grimani and the Greek bust (as well as possibly others) would
have Vitellius traits in their origins but remain too distant in concept to be
considered replicas of the Delorme. The Bardo and Copenhagen portraits,
however, would lose their claim at being stone portraits of the emperor.

------*****-----

39

The expertise of the auction sale by Delorme & Collin du Bocage was provided by Michel Cohen of
a Paris gallery specialized in archaeology, Mythes et Legendes which he had founded in the 1960s.
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A Vitellius/Vespasian Portrait
Photo gallery

Fig. 13 The Greek "Vitellius", 45 cm
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Fig. 14 The Grimani "Vitellius", Venice 48 cm
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Fig. 15 The Delorme Vitellius (30 cm)
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Fig. 16 The Greek Vitellius, 45 cm
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Fig. 17 The Greek Vitellius
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Fig. 18 The Greek Vitellius
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Fig. 19 The Grimani Vitellius

Fig. 20 The Greek Vitellius
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Fig. 21 The Greek Vitellius
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Fig. 22 The Greek Vitellius
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Fig. 23 The Greek Vitellius
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Fig. 24 The Greek Vitellius
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Fig. 25 The Greek Vitellius

Fig. 26 Tintoretto's plaster cast of the Grimani Vitellius,
Univ. of Padua (http://www.unipd.it/vallisneri/en/antiquity/13.html)
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Fig. 27 €310,000
"Head in island marble,probably of the Emperor Vitellius, dating to the middle of the 1st century.
Sold at Drouot Richelieu on 10 December 2010
Delorme & Collin du Bocage" (Gazette Drouot)
(http://encheres.parisencheres.com/html/fiche.jsp?id=1679651)
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Fig.28: The Delorme Vitellius, Vitellius coins 1, 2
Vitellius 69 denier MA Shops
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Fig. 29: Socrates - Archaeological Museum, Ephesus

Fig. 29a: Socrates Palermo.(Roman copy: Palermsoc.jpg, wikimedia commons)
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